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Finding themselves in one of New York’s infamous alleyways, an agent of the KNA (Kick Nazi 
Ass) is informed on their current mission: to annihilate the Nazi threat currently controlling a 
local bar. Nobody knows why they’re controlling such, but it doesn’t matter. No stealth or 
tactics are needed: simply eliminate the threat, badass style.  
 
This level can be either a start-up level or a mid-game level. Player motivation can be 
completion, score, or time. This game is based off of old-style shooters, where stealth and 
careful planning is out the window, favoring explosions, heavy weapons, and annihilating your 
enemy. Platforming and control over your Olympic-speed movement can be a powerful key for 
survival, as well as shooting on the move.  
 

Inconspicuous is a fast-paced first person shooter where the objective is to gun down your 
enemy while surviving. Secrets are hidden in certain areas of the map, conflicting the player on 
whether they wish to compete for time, score, or completion rate.  
 

System: Windows PC 
Engine: LDK: Ludicrous Development Kit 
Programming Language: Kismet Physical Scripting 
Control Output: Mouse and Keyboard 
 

Game Type: FPS Single Player 
Age: M for Gore Intense Violence 
Intended audience: Old-school shooter fans 
 
 
 
 

The player wins by eliminating every single Nazi on the property and in the underground base. 
This includes every patrolling unit, as well as the final boss leader. 
 



 

 Get a score as high as possible. Score is gained through pick-ups (coins and ankhs), 
enemy kills, and kill combos. It may be possible to get bonus points through the 
activation of traps to kill enemies, but this is not set in stone. Players lose points when 
dying, completely to 0 upon a checkpoint (if any exist in the final project) 

 Complete the level as fast as possible. Nothing influences time other than time itself, so 
if a player wishes to speed-run the level, they will have to do so at the cost of missing 
power-ups or hidden items. This kind of optional goal is a much greater challenge than 
the normal level.  

 Finding all the secrets. This is a hidden optional goal the player discovers upon exploring 
every nook and cranny of the level. While the game will not track these secrets, they can 
assist in wreaking havoc upon the player’s foes 

 

There is only a single losing condition to this level, and that is if the player’s health is reduced to 
0 and they die. Upon death, the player has the choice of either quitting the level or restarting it.  
 
 
 
 

 

 Pistol: Basic starter weapon, does the lowest amount of damage. Has no limit to ammo 
due to how weak it is

 Dual Pistols: If the player picks up a second one, they can choose to dual wield them or 
wield one.

 MP40: A submachine gun with the same damage as the pistol, only automatic. Has no 
limit to ammo and is picked up at the mission briefing trash bin in the alleyway.

 Heat Seeker: Fires explosive rockets that track any enemy with a heat signature. Robots 
are not one of these. Limited ammunition

 Split Missile: Fires a missile that splits in midair or on contact. Limit ammo.
 Gatling Cannon: Like a mini-gun, only it shoots explosive shells. Limited ammo Alternate 

fire shoots 5 rockets at the same time
 Dark Staff: Fires a constant stream of deadly electricity the more the fire button is held. 

Alternate fire can catch projectiles and shoot them back at the enemy.
 Flame Wall: fires a moving flame wall. Alternate fire launches flaming projectiles at the 

enemy. Limited Ammo
 Fire-Bomb: shoots miniature nukes. Limited ammo

 Shroom: Makes the player trip around, slowly changes the colors of the world



 Elastic: turns the player into a bouncy ball, bouncing the player against walls when they 
come into contact with them

 Mercury Mode: Allows the player to fly
 God Mode: Turns you into god, gives you an instant death weapon, invulnerable to 

gunfire. Lasts a short time
 Dog Mode: turns you into a very fast dog, bark attack and biting people in the nuts

 
 
 
 

 

 Low Guard: Weakest enemy, carries a pistol, but is never alone. Can fake their death 
and stand up then you walk past them, but is a rare chance.

 High Guard: Stronger than the low guard, usually carrying an MP40. Can occasionally 
dodge gunfire.

 Lightning Guard: Moves extremely fast, carries a pistol. Can steal the player’s limited 
ammo weapons if they get close to them.

 Strike team: Moves extremely fast, carries a pistol. Constantly dodges enemy fire, 
making them tricky to strike.

 Over-patrol: Carries a pistol and a net gun, which temporarily traps the player from 
moving. 

 Enforcer: Extremely armored Nazi soldiers with a machine gun, pistol, and grenades. Not 
to be taken lightly. 

 Fire Priest: Devotee of the demon god the Nazi party worships. Fires flaming magic 
energy at the player.

 Robot: Extremely well arm robotic enemies with heavy armor. Often carries a machine 
gun or rocket launcher of some kind. 

 
 
 

 
All assets are derived from the LDK editor featured from the game Rise of the Triad 2013. An 
extensive list of used assets will be placed here during development. 
 
 
 



 

 
All features are derived from the LDK editor featured from the game Rise of the Triad 2013. An 
extensive list of used and programmed features will be placed here during development. 
 


